You are receiving that as a member of Pinnacle Evolution, 7 Figure Factor, The Joint Marketing Alliance Platform and Freedom of the Web. If you wish to not receive these important notifications, please follow the instructions at the end of this communiqué.

June 5th, 2011

Welcome to our weekly news brief. Below is some important information on the comings and goings of the community this week. Please ensure you read this as some information and/or changes may affect you.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR UPLINE ENROLLER BUSINESS ASSOCIATE

IMPORTANT SCHEDULE NOTIFICATIONS & NEWS –

Welcome to all of our new members. Congratulations on your choice to work with the best business opportunity and marketing system that has ever been released to the general public.

BREAKING NEWS – BREAKING NEWS – BREAKING NEWS – BREAKING NEWS

There were some important webinars last week for existing members. There was some confusion so we will be explaining more about this and add some additional information in this newsletter as well as communication via email.

----- IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT - IMPORTANT

We have a deadline of June 7th for existing members to make any changes at the rates explained last week so if you are unsure, then please contact support so you do not lose any ground or alleviate some fears knowing that you are right where you are supposed to be.

This date was chosen in order to make a clean transition from the old matrix to the NEW MATRIX as well as activation into new programs. Large Marketing Campaigns are beginning before weeks end, and we have to get everyone who is choosing to position into the new opportunity points, at a great discount of at least 50% off retail. If you purchased a boot camp in 2011, either #1 or #2, you can DEDUCT the fee for 1 of them off an upgrade to FOTW 2 through FOTW Package 1. If you paid for BOTH, you DEDUCT the Fees for BOTH Bootcamps off of a FOTW Pckg 2 purchase (ie. $1,497 wholesale price of FOTW Pckg 2 - (MINUS) $295 x 2; or about $600 off the wholesale price. This will position you in ALL of the new opportunity price points below Net-chise.

REMEMBER, you can choose the status quo option to stay where you are as an end user for as long as you maintain your subscription status. However, understand that the compensation plan, and high profits will only be available under the new plans.

JMAP Net-chises can be purchased for $3,997 through June 7, 2011. For this existing member promotion, anyone purchasing a JMAP Net-chise will not only be instantly qualified to earn $5,000 per sale, but also receive a FOTW 2 package positioning you in all of the new FOTW product/price points. For your $3,997 you get 2 seats at JMAP University (or 1 seat at each of 2 trainings), where you will learn in great detail the JMAP Net-chise business model, and how to build a successful commercial enterprise; access to private support webinars and trainings for Net-chise only owners; any and all documentation in support of the Net-chise model; steep discounts off of JMAP 4 Business Products; and more.

The New Compensation Plan
It is important that you understand how the new compensation plan works, and the rules of said plan. The Stacked Leverage Income Plan (SLIP) is designed for you to be able to earn high profit instant commissions from your direct sales of 7 Figure Factor, Freedom of the Web, and JMAP 4 Business Net-chise Products in amounts ranging from $50 1 time immediate profit to $5,000 immediate profit. Once you are positioned in the SLIP plan, you

In order to participate in this plan you must position in the plan by purchasing (at wholesale cost) the FOTW/7FF/JMAP 4 Business products individually or as a package. You can only earn commissions on
products/opportunities price points you have acquired. This will also apply to your customers, thus ensuring you that you first receive your investment back for each product/price point (you keep first 2 sales); then you activate the leverage in that particular product when a level activator sale is made from your 3rd client to the appropriate Sponsoring Affiliate Member who is Senior to you in the Compensation plan. Once you have completed the ONE level activator sale for a particular product, YOU EARN 100% of all direct commissions after that for every direct sale you make. Each person who enrolls in any or all of our programs will owe YOU a level activator sale for each product/price point they position in; and EACH LEVEL THAT OPENS UNDERNEATH one of your direct customers will owe you a level activator sale as well. The leverage in this plan is enormous as it was designed to produce 6 figure monthly incomes for the aggressive/persistent/successful marketer.

ADDITIONALLY, one you have qualified for a particular product/price point you are entered into the bonus re-bate matrix for that product (a 3 x 10). This Bonus matrix is different than the current matrix in that the fixed per client per month bonuses are lower than the current setup (in the new compensation plan you are getting paid big up front, and directly on a monthly basis for system size your customer chooses to use). The Bonus Matrix is designed to create another residual income stream for those individuals/marketers who actively market and sell any and/or all of our products.

UNDERSTAND THIS WITH CERTAINTY; there is no other compensation plan in ANY Opportunity offered by ANY company that is as lucrative and diverse as our products and plans PERIOD. While you may have some confusion considering all of the product/opportunity point choices, ultimately, you will market via the 7FF funnel system and/or the JMAP 4 Business marketing pages, which present the business products and/or opportunity in digestable pieces.

IF you have ANY questions between now at June 7, 2011, BE SURE to send a ticket into support, and we will contact you personally to answer any questions you may have.

The June 7, 2011 date is a HARD DATE for the wholesale only pricing. We may be offering other launch specials throughout June; however, these prices will never be seen again, and they are my thank you to you for your patronage during our development stages.

Jim Rivas
866-495-2115

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------

Make sure to join us Thursday evening at 9:00EDT for more information and learn all about our incredible programs!

Register here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/756782249 and set a reminder so that you do miss a single moment.

Throughout the month we will be releasing even more information and if you are serious about marketing your business, make sure you attend these sessions as this will help you understand and build your business more successfully.

Pinnacle Evolution Events Schedule at http://www hb2events.com

This schedule is updated daily so if there are any changes, please refer to this event schedule platform.

Join us for our line-up of webinars this week

Kick start your week with The Seven Figure Factor Chronicles that take place every Monday morning at 11:00am EDT
Register for Monday’s session here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/790212209

Learn from a seven figure legend and become more than you ever thought possible

This is a must attend session for anyone who truly wants to succeed!

Make sure you take in the Thursday evening sessions at 9:00pm EDT. Register for this Thursday’s presentation and make sure you invite some guests. Let us do all the heavy lifting for you.

Register here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/756782249

You can also find more information on many topics on our blog at http://www.homebusiness2-0.com/blog

The Seven Figure Factor Chronicle downloads have been moved to their own section on the blog. Check the reference center.

You can reach support by sending in a ticket to hb2support@gmail.com or hitting the support button on your site.

Schedule Update from "COMAND CENTRAL!"

7 Figure Factor Chronicles – 365/24/7 Success Series
Mondays 11:00- 11:30AM  EDT
Register here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/790212209

Guaranteed Success Intensive Boot Camp
Next Camp started April 18, 201 – Register today in your back office!
Mondays 9:00pm – 10:00pm EDT
Registration in your back office messaging center
Emails will be sent out prior to the session to all registrants

JMAP Basics
9:00-10:00PM ED, Tuesday
Link for this session is in your back office

Interactive Presentation – The Seven Figure Factor
9:00-9:30PM EDT Thursday
Register here: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/756782249

These are all Interactive live webinars, register to attend today!

Training session links are in your back office

Pinnacle Evolution Events Calendar http://www.hb2events.com

We look forward to seeing you at all the sessions and watch for more details on all of our latest releases and updates this week.

The Pinnacle Evolution Leadership Team